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Caroline Baum 
Caroline Baum is a journalist, broadcaster and producer. She is also the editorial 
director of Booktopia, Australia’s largest online bookseller, and writes for print and 
online media including the Sydney Morning Herald and The Hoopla. She contrib
uted to My Mother My Father (2013, Allen & Unwin), an anthology of nonfiction 
about losing a parent. She lives on the south coast of New South Wales. 

Steve Bisley
One of Australia’s favourite actors, Steve Bisley was born in New South Wales 
and attended NIDA with his friend Mel Gibson, starring with him in Summer City 
and Mad Max. His television roles include A Town Like Alice, Water Rats, Squizzy 
Taylor, Silver City (AFI award, Best Supporting Actor), The Big Steal (AFI award, 
Best Supporting Actor), Police Rescue, Halifax f.p., The Flying Doctors, Frontline, 
G.P., Sea Patrol, The Last Outlaw, and Stingers. Steve also works in theatre. In 
recognition of his film and television career, Steve was made a member of the 
Australian Film Walk of Fame. He is the author of Stillways: A Memoir (2013).

James Button
James Button is a former deputy editor, opinion editor and Europe correspond
ent at The Age newspaper. He has won two Walkley Awards for feature writing. 
In 2009 and 2010 he wrote speeches for former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and 
worked as writerinresidence in the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 
an experience described in his 2012 book, Speechless: A Year in My Father’s 
Business. The book was shortlisted for the National Biography Award, the National 
Book Industry’s Book of the Year and the Walkley Foundation’s Nonfiction Book 
Award. He is communications manager at the Grattan Institute and lives in 
Melbourne with his wife, May, and children, Harry and Lola.

David Carlin
David Carlin is a Melbournebased writer, whose creative nonfiction, essays 
and articles have appeared in Griffith Review, Overland, TEXT, Newswrite, 
Victorian Writer, Continuum and other journals. His memoir, Our Father Who 
Wasn’t There (2010), has been widely acclaimed. 

David has written and directed for theatre, film and circus, working with 
Circus Oz, Melbourne Theatre Company, Arena Theatre, Melbourne Workers 
Theatre and SBS Television. He cofounded the Red Shed Theatre Company. 
David’s plays and films have been performed or screened at Australian and 
international festivals. 

David is codirector of the nonfictionLab at RMIT University’s School of 
Media and Communication, where he also teaches creative writing. He cochairs 
the international NonfictioNow Conference (Melbourne 2012, Arizona 2015). 

Writers, Actors, Screenwriters & Presenters
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Michael Cathcart
Dr Michael Cathcart is the host of Books and Arts Daily on Radio National. His 
most recent book is Starvation in a Land of Plenty, an account of the eventful 
life and premature death of the explorer William Wills. Michael’s book The 
Water Dreamers: The Remarkable History of Our Dry Continent won the Colin 
Roderick Literary Award for best Australian book and was shortlisted for the 
Prime Minister’s Literary Awards and the New South Wales Premier’s Literary 
Awards. His Defending the National Tuckshop is a study of conservative 
responses to the Great Depression. On ABC TV, Michael hosted the fifteenpart 
series Rewind, which presented littleknown stories from Australian history. 
In 2009, he presented the TV documentary Rogue Nation, which dramatised 
conflicts in colonial Sydney. In 2010, he appeared in The Remarkable Life of 
William Buckley. His series Australia on Trial was screened in 2012. 

John Clarke 
John Clarke is a writer and performer, known for his brief collaboration with 
Bryan Dawe on ABC television, for The Games, for various movies including 
Death in Brunswick, for the Murray Whelan telemovies, for providing quiz 
answers in The Age and for Fred Dagg. For some reason he has also written 
some books. He is twentyseven. 

Robert Drewe
Widely translated, adapted for film, television, radio and theatre around the 
world, Robert Drewe’s writing has won national and international prizes.

Born in Melbourne, Robert grew up on the West Australian coast, the 
setting for his prizewinning memoir The Shark Net (adapted for ABC and 
BBC television miniseries). His many novels include The Drowner (Premiers 
literary awards in every state, as well as the Adelaide Festival Prize and the 
Australian Book of the Year), The Savage Crows, Grace, Our Sunshine (made into 
the international film Ned Kelly), and Fortune (National Book Council’s prize for 
fiction). His short stories are collected in The Bodysurfers, The Rip and The Bay of 
Contented Men (Commonwealth Writers’ Prize).

The Bodysurfers – adapted for ABC and BBC television miniseries and in 
print for the past thirty years – is an international Penguin Modern Classic. 
Robert’s latest book is the memoir Montebello. A book of light sketches set in the 
Northern Rivers of New South Wales, The Local Wildlife, was published in 2013.

Martin Flanagan
Martin Flanagan was born in Tasmania in 1955 and graduated in law from the 
University of Tasmania in 1975. He is the author of fourteen books. He has two 
daughters and three granddaughters and lives with his wife and two whippets. 
He writes for The Age newspaper on sport and politics, Australian culture and the 
relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians.
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Jane Gilmour
Jane Gilmour has had a lifelong interest in the French writer Colette, travelling 
to Paris in 1968 to research Colette’s work for her doctoral thesis. About five 
years ago, after many years working in the arts and environmental research, 
Jane returned to France, visiting the places where Colette had lived and loved, 
from her native Burgundy to SaintTropez, from Brittany to her beloved Palais
Royal in Paris. The result is Colette’s France: Her Lives and Her Loves, a lavishly 
illustrated biography of a key figure in French artistic and literary life in the 
early twentieth century. 

Robert Hillman
Robert Hillman is the author of more than eighty published works, ranging 
from biography and autobiography to textbooks and literary fiction. His 
most recent publications include the biographies, The Rugmaker of Mazar-
e-Sharif (2010, with Najaf Mazari, a set text for VCE students); My Life as 
a Traitor (2007, with Zarah Ghahramani) shortlisted for the 2008 Prime 
Minister’s Literary Awards; The Boy in the Green Suit (2003), winner of the 2005 
Australian National Biography Award; and Gurrumul: His Life and Music (2013). 
His journalism has appeared in The Age; The Australian; Good Weekend; The 
Herald-Sun; The New York Times; The Los Angeles Times; The Australian Financial 
Review, and The Observer (UK). Text Publishing will release his fifth novel, 
Joyful, on 23 April 2014.

Karen Hitchcock
Karen Hitchcock is a doctor and writer. Her collection of short stories, Little 
White Slips, won the 2010 Queensland Premier’s Steele Rudd Award and was 
shortlisted in the New South Wales Premier’s Literary Awards and the Dobbie 
Award for women writers. She is an essayist and columnist for the Monthly 
magazine. Her first novel will be published by Picador. 

Andrea Hull 
In 2003 Professor Emeritus Andrea Hull was awarded an Order of Australia 
for services to the arts, cultural policy and arts education, reflecting the 
breadth and depth of her contributions to the most influential arts bodies in 
the country and to government arts policy. Her service to the arts includes 
fourteen years as CEO of the Victorian College of the Arts; eleven years 
as director of various boards of the Australia Council; CEO of the Western 
Australian Department for the Arts; and board membership of many of the 
most important cultural institutions in the country. In 2004 she received the 
Melbourne Achiever Award for Creativity and Innovation. 
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Andrew Knight
Andrew Knight was born a long time ago into a twohundredyear lineage of 
filing clerks. His career has been chequered by moments of intense activity 
and months of crippling sloth. Among his writing and producing drama 
credits are Rake, SeaChange, Jack Irish, The Broken Shore, After the Deluge, 
Tripping Over, My Brother Jack, Kangaroo Palace, Siam Sunset, Spotswood, Crash/
Burn, Mumbo Jumbo and many others. He was executive producer/producer/
head writer on Fast Forward, Full Frontal and D Generation. He was coowner 
and creative director of Artist Services, which was the top production house in 
the country till it was sold to Granada. The company was responsible for some 
forty different television and film projects. 

Recently Andrew cowrote the feature film, The Water Diviner, which is 
now in production with Russell Crowe; he completed the third series of Rake; 
and adapted and coproduced Peter Temple’s The Broken Shore. He has co
written the feature film, The King of Thieves, to be produced early next year, and 
the film Ali’s Wedding, to be shot later this year. 

Andrew and his shows have won over forty industry awards for both his 
writing and producing, including AFI, Logies, AWGIES, SPAA, etc.

He was educated. He has no hobbies and several children as a 
consequence. 

Lenore Manderson 
Lenore Manderson is a medical anthropologist. She divides her time between 
Melbourne, as adjunct professor at Monash University, and Johannesburg, 
as professor at the University of the Witwatersrand. Her recent books include 
Surface Tensions: Surgery, Bodily Boundaries and the Social Self (2011) and 
Disclosure in Health and Illness (ed. with Mark Davis, 2014). While most of 
her work is scholarly, she collaborates with US artist Wendy Woodson. Their 
work includes the film Nerve (2006), and two video installations, Transitions 
(2007) and Belonging (2011–12), the latter for the Immigration Museum in 
Melbourne. Lenore is a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences of Australia 
and the World Academy of Art and Science. 

Najaf Mazari
Najaf Mazari fled Afghanistan in 2001 and made his way to Australia, where 
he now lives with his wife, Hakema, and daughter, Maria. He is a successful 
businessman with a shop in Melbourne’s antique precinct selling traditional 
Afghan rugs. He is deeply involved in providing medical and educational 
assistance to some of the poorest villages in Afghanistan, and improving the 
lot of asylum seekers in Australia. Each year, he sponsors an Afghan evening of 
traditional song, dance and cuisine to highlight the achievements of Afghans 
in Australia. His first collaboration with Robert Hillman, The Rugmaker of Mazar-
e-Sharif (2010), tells the story of his journey from wartorn Afghanistan to 
Australia. The Honey Thief, their second collaboration, is a collection of original 
tales based on Afghan oral narratives. 
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Suzanne McCourt
Suzanne McCourt’s first novel, The Lost Child (Text), is set in the 1950s in a fishing 
village south of the Coorong on Australia’s wild southern coast. Bookseller & 
Publisher have described it as ‘an assured and bittersweet comingofage tale . . . 
a strong addition to the shelves of Australian literary fiction’.

Rob Moodie
Rob Moodie is Professor of Public Health at the University of Melbourne’s School 
of Population and Global Health, where he gets to teach lots of wonderful local 
and international students. He worked as a doctor in refugee camps in the 
Sudan with Save the Children Fund and Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF). Later 
he worked for the Aboriginal Medical Service in Alice Springs, the World Health 
Organisation in Cameroon and Uganda and the Joint UN Program on AIDS in 
Geneva. He was CEO of VicHealth (1998–2007), and was appointed a Member of 
the Order of Australia for significant service to medicine in 2014. Rob chaired the 
development of the National Preventive Health Strategy which championed the 
introduction of plain packaging of tobacco. He was unceremoniously dumped 
as the Chair of Melbourne Storm in 2010 and is the coauthor of four books, his 
most recent being Recipes for a Great Life, written with Gabriel Gaté.

Favel Parrett
Favel Parrett’s first novel, Past the Shallows, was shortlisted for the Miles Franklin 
Literary Award, 2012, and also won the Dobbie Literary Prize and Newcomer 
of the Year at the Australian Book Industry Awards. Most recently Favel was 
awarded the Antarctic Arts Fellowship allowing her to travel to Antarctica to 
complete research for her upcoming novel, When the Night Comes (September 
2014, Hachette Australia).

Bruce Pascoe
Bruce Pascoe’s heritage is Bunurong/Tasmanian. He has written twentyseven 
books, including Night Animals, Shark, Ocean, Bloke, Cape Otway, Convincing 
Ground, The Chainsaw File, Little Red Yellow and Black Book, Fog, Dark Emu. Fog a 
Dox won the 2013 Prime Minister’s Literary Award for Young Adult Fiction. 

Bruce produced Australian Short Stories magazine (1982–99). His stories 
and essays have won or been shortlisted for many awards, including the Aus
tralian Literature Award, Radio National Short Story, FAW Short Story, the Tas
manian Wilderness Council Essay Competition and Calibre Essay Competitions. 

Bruce wrote and produced the documentary, Wathaurong Community 
(Wathaurong Aboriginal Corporation). He contributed to the book, First 
Australians (2010, MUP,) and performed in the film of that name (2010, SBS TV) 
as well as Thomas Mitchell (Screen Scotland, BBC). Past secretary of Bidwell
Maap Aboriginal Nation, he is a board member of the Aboriginal Corporation 
for Languages and First Languages Australia, and wrote a language dictionary 
and language learning resource books for the Wathaurong Community. His 
new book, Dark Emu (2014, Magabala), challenges the idea that Aboriginal 
Australians were simply huntergatherers.
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Ailsa Piper
Ailsa Piper spent her early years on a sheep station in Western Australia’s 
Gascoyne, but her work as a writer, director, actor, teacher, speaker and 
broadcaster has taken her all over Australia. Ailsa was cowinner of the 
inaugural Patrick White Playwright’s Award for her theatre script Small Mercies. 
Recently, ABC Radio aired her episode of Poetica, and in 2012, John Bell 
directed an adaptation of The Duchess of Malfi, coauthored by Ailsa. She is 
currently working on a book of memoir and fiction, and coauthoring a book 
of letters with Monsignor Tony Doherty. To advance these works, Ailsa has had 
residencies at Arthur Boyd’s Bundanon and the Katherine Susannah Prichard 
Writing Centre in Perth.

Ailsa’s passions for walking and poetry are reflected in her book, Sinning 
across Spain, a memoir of her 1300 kilometre saunter in the manner of a 
medieval pilgrim, carrying the sins of friends, colleagues and strangers. 

Sian Prior 
Sian Prior is a writer, broadcaster and musician. Her first book, Shy: A Memoir, 
will be published by Text Publishing in June 2014. 

Sian is a former arts presenter on ABC Radio National and 774 ABC 
Melbourne, and an occasional cohost of The Conversation Hour. For three 
years she contributed a weekly column to The Age newspaper. Her short 
fiction has been published in Visible Ink and the Sleepers Almanac. Her essays 
have been published in Meanjin literary magazine, TEXT journal, Rex Journal 
of New Writing and the first Penguin Women of Letters anthology. Sian teaches 
parttime in RMIT’s creative writing programs. 

Hannie Rayson
Hannie Rayson is the author of fourteen plays including Hotel Sorrento, Falling 
from Grace, Life after George, Inheritance, Two Brothers, and The Swimming Club. 
Hannie’s plays have been staged in London’s West End, and many theatres 
in Europe, Japan, Montreal, UK, New Zealand and throughout Australia. Her 
many awards include two Australian Writers’ Guild Awards, four Helpmann 
Awards and two New South Wales Premier’s Literary Awards. She is the only 
playwright to be shortlisted for the Miles Franklin Award for a play. Several of 
the plays have been studied as VCE texts or on university English courses. Last 
year she completed a commission for a new play for the Manhattan Theatre 
Club in New York, called Extinction. She is currently writing her first book for 
Text Publishing. Hannie lives in Melbourne with her husband, historian and 
broadcaster, Michael Cathcart.
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Francesca Rendle-Short
Novelist, memoirist and essayist Francesca RendleShort grew up in Brisbane, 
the fifth of six children. Her wellreceived memoircumnovel Bite Your Tongue 
(2011) was shortlisted for the Colin Roderick Literary Award in 2012. Recent short 
memoirs appear in The Best Australian Science Writing 2013 (NewSouth) and Just 
Between Us: Australian Women Writers on the Fraught, Funny World of Female Friend-
ships (Pan Macmillan). Francesca has a Doctor of Creative Arts from the University 
of Wollongong and is an associate professor in the School of Media and Com
munication at RMIT University. In 2013 she was a writing fellow at the Nonfiction 
Writing Program in the Department of English at the University of Iowa. 

David Roach
David Roach is a screenwriter, producer and director. He grew up in Moruya on 
the south coast of New South Wales. His most recent project is Red Obsession 
(Village/Roadshow), a feature documentary which David wrote and codirected, 
and which has won national and international awards and screened in festivals 
around the world. He also wrote and coproduced the multiawardwinning 
feature, Beneath Hill 60 (Transmission Films/Paramount Pictures). David was 
script consultant on the feature Drift, starring Sam Worthington. Current projects 
include the Australian feature film, Waltzing Matilda (Lucky Country Productions) 
and Australia, The Story of Us – a major history series for Channel 7. Past projects 
include Young Einstein (Warner Bros/Village Roadshow), Mr Accident (MGM/UA), 
Reckless Kelly (Warner Bros/Village Roadshow) and the documentary Singer, a 
Dangerous Mind (ABC/BBC).

Craig Sherborne
Craig Sherborne’s memoir Hoi Polloi (2005) was shortlisted for the Queensland 
Premier’s and Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards. The followup, Muck (2007), 
won the Queensland Premier’s Literary Award for Nonfiction. His first novel, 
The Amateur Science of Love (2011), won the Melbourne Prize for Literature’s 
Best Writing Award, and was shortlisted for the New South Wales Premier’s and 
Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards. Tree Palace (2014) is his latest novel. 

Graeme Simsion
Graeme Simsion was born in Auckland and lives in Melbourne. A business 
consultant and writer, Graeme has produced short stories, plays, screenplays and 
two nonfiction books. The Rosie Project (2013) began life as a screenplay, winning 
the Australian Writers Guild/Inscription Award for Best Romantic Comedy before 
being adapted as a novel. It went on to win the 2012 Victorian Premier’s Literary 
Award for an unpublished manuscript and has since been sold to forty countries 
around the world. Sony Pictures have optioned the film rights and contracted 
Graeme to write the script. The sequel will be released later in 2014. 
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Amanda Smith
Amanda Smith is the presenter of The Body Sphere on ABC Radio National. Amanda 
trained as a ballet dancer and she’s a graduate of the Victorian College of the Arts. 
She also has a degree in classics from the University of Melbourne and before 
joining the ABC in 1991 worked as an arts manager.

At Radio National, Amanda created and presented The Sports Factor from 1995 
until 2002, forging a whole new approach to sports broadcasting. Subsequently, 
she has presented a range of arts and culture programs and created The Body 
Sphere for RN in 2012, a program that’s about the ways we use our bodies to create 
and compete, nurture and abuse, display and conceal. In 2013 she also produced 
the awardwinning series Mongrel Nation.

Maria Takolander 
Maria Takolander is a senior lecturer in literature and creative writing at Deakin 
University in Geelong. She is the author of a work of literary criticism – Catching 
Butterflies: Bringing Magical Realism to Ground (2007) – and three poetry 
collections – Narcissism (2005), Ghostly Subjects (2009) and The End of the World 
(2014). Her poems have featured in annual bestof anthologies for the past seven 
years. The Double (and Other Stories) (2013) is her first book of fiction.

Sigrid Thornton
An icon of Australian screen, Sigrid Thornton has starred in many classics of Aus
tralian cinema – The Man from Snowy River I (Fox Classics) and II (Disney–Touch
stone), The Lighthorsemen (RKO), Slate, Wyn & Me (Hemdale) – and such landmark 
television productions as SeaChange (ABC/Granada), The Boy in the Bush (Channel 
Four/ABC), The Far Country, 1915 (BBC/ABC), the internationally renowned All the 
Rivers Run (HBO), Paradise/Guns of Paradise (CBS), and Underbelly – The Golden Mile. 
Sigrid’s work has received multiple awards, nominations, honours and medals. In 
2014, she adds Blanche Du Bois to her list of glittering theatre roles.

Sigrid is a strong advocate for the Australian TV and film industry on state and 
federal film boards. She supports charities such as World Vision, the Royal Victorian 
Institute for the Blind, the Royal Children’s Hospital and the Reach Foundation. 

Michael Williams
Michael Williams grew up in a family of avid readers, teachers and campaigners for 
social justice. A temporary job as an editorial assistant at Text Publishing grew into 
a sevenyear ‘publishing apprenticeship’, during which he worked in all aspects of 
the business, from publicity and international rights to commissioning and editing.

In 2008, Michael took on an internship at a literary scout’s office in New York, 
freelanced in Melbourne for most publishers, before a stint as one of Triple R’s 
Breakfasters. ‘At its best, publishing is about communicating an idea to its natural 
audience,’ he says. ‘Radio is exactly the same thing.’

Michael became programming director of the Wheeler Centre in 2009, the 
world’s first public institution dedicated to the discussion and practice of writing, 
books and ideas. Two years later, aged thirtytwo, Michael became director of the 
Wheeler Centre. He lives in Brunswick with his wife and two children.
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Ailsa Piper
Walking into words 

A threehour workshop in the elements, writing to landscape. 
Ailsa Piper, author of Sinning across Spain, uses techniques from 
her decades as a walker and her life in the theatre as performer 
and director to elucidate landscape’s relationship to story, and 
the way it can inform and even dictate character.

Suitable for beginners and experienced writers in all genres.
Bring writing materials, sensible walking shoes, a small snack 

and plenty of water. Not vigorous walking, but there may be 
some uneven ground.

Places: 15 max. Cost: $60

10.00 pm – 1.00 pm Lightkeepers Inn Conference Room 

Sian Prior
How to convert a bunch of facts into a gripping tale 

To craft an authentic, engaging piece of nonfiction writing 
requires more than faithfully describing ‘what happened’. 
How do you find the ‘story’ at the heart of the ‘situation’ you’re 
exploring? Leaving stuff out can be even more important than 
putting stuff in. Finding an angle, offering an insight, arriving 
at a poetic truth is a task that requires structure, discipline and 
empathy with your readers. 

Places: 15 max. Cost: $45

1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Lightkeepers Inn Conference Room 

Maria Takolander
Short stories – writing what you know 

Writers are often encouraged to ‘write what they know’. This 
workshop will invite you to explore what you might know and 
how you might write about it. The workshop will provide advice 
on identifying material drawn from your experience, guided by 
‘literary’ qualities of mysteriousness and resonance. It will also 
provide advice about how to frame that personal material in a 
short story, paying particular attention to beginnings and ends.

Places: 15 max. Cost: $45

4.00 pm – 6.00 pm, Lightkeepers Inn Conference Room

Writing 
Workshops

Thursday 24 April
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Lightkeepers Inn Motel 
(Conference Room)

60 Bimbadeen Drive

Surf Life Saving Club

Bottom Shops

Public Toilet

Medical Centre

Aireys Pub

Top Shops

Aireys Inlet 

An Intimate Lunch with the Actors & Screenwriters
Steve Bisley, Sigrid Thornton, Graeme Simsion and David Roach, with 

MC Caroline Baum
Enjoy a fine lunch and sparkling conversation when Caroline Baum talks to two of 
Australia’s best loved actors, the novelist turned screenwriter who created The Rosie Project 
phenomenon, and the screenwriter who gave us Beneath Hill 60 and Red Obsession.

Places: 50 max. Cost $85 for three courses with wine.

Friday 25 April, 1.00 pm – 3.00 pm 60 Bimbadeen Drive, Aireys Inlet

Robert Hillman and Najaf Mazari 
There’s a trick to it: the lives of real people on the page
Najaf Mazari, the subject of The Rugmaker of Mazar-e-Sharif, 
together with biographer and novelist Robert Hillman, reveal 
the devices, techniques and outright trickery that go into the 
creation of a nonfiction character. 

Places: 15 max. Cost: $45

10.30 am – 12.30 pm Lightkeepers Inn Conference Room

Writing 
Workshops
Friday 25 April
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A Wheeler Centre Event

FRIDAY FESTIVAL PROGRAM
Fairhaven Surf Life Saving Club 

The Casualties of War 
4.30 pm – 5.30 pm

Moderator Hannie Rayson 
Najaf Mazari and Robert Hillman with 
Andrew Knight

The Rugmaker of Mazar-e-Sharif is Najaf 
Mazari’s remarkable true story, told with 
Robert Hillman, of Najaf’s escape from the 
Taliban in Afghanistan, via the Woomera 
Detention Centre, to his new life as a 
successful business owner, selling rugs in 
High Street Malvern.

Andrew Knight tells of the making  
of The Water Diviner, his new film about 
a farmer from Australia who travels to  
Turkey to search for his missing sons in  
the aftermath of Gallipoli, starring Russell  
Crowe, who also directs. 

John Clarke’s Top 8
(6.00 pm drinks) 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm

Writer and satirist John Clarke talks about the 
writing that has influenced his life.

John Clarke on fiction:

‘I undertake, for the duration of reading  
this novel, to believe that the imagination  
of the novelist is of greater interest to me 
than my own.’

Fighting words. 
What will make it into the Top 8?

Hear John Clarke in conversation with  
The Wheeler Centre’s Michael Williams. 

Sigrid Thornton and Steve Bisley to read 
selected extracts.

Nibbles and a complimentary wine will 
be served. Drinks are also available at the bar.

John Clarke with Michael Williams,  
Sigrid Thornton & Steve Bisley
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SATURDAY FESTIVAL PROGRAM
Fairhaven Surf Life Saving Club

Lunch 
12.15 pm – 1.15 pm

Local chef Pia Maher dishes up a tasty lunch as part of your ticket price. Drinks at bar prices.

Writing about Parents
1.15 pm – 2.15 pm

Caroline Baum, James Button, David 
Carlin & Steve Bisley with Ailsa Piper 

Four writers tell Ailsa Piper about their 
intense relationships with the distinctive 
people who also happen to be their 
parents. In David Carlin’s case it was a 
father he never met.

Between Fact & Fiction
2.30 pm – 3.30 pm 

Moderator Sian Prior with Robert 
Hillman, Francesca Rendle-Short, 
Bruce Pascoe and Michael Cathcart 

The line between fact and fiction is 
often blurred. Is it fair to ask, ‘is this true, 
or did the writer make it up’? Many 
contemporary writers are exploring the 
thorny but fascinating interplay between 
fact and fiction. What is the role of ‘inspired 
conjecture’ in writing about actual events? 
Can a poetic or fictional truth be more 
‘truthful’ than an historical fact?  

Cosponsored with RMIT’s nonfiction Lab.

4 Writers, 4 New Books
10.00 am – 11.00 am

Moderator Caroline Baum with Craig 
Sherborne, Robert Hillman, Suzanne 
McCourt & Maria Takolander

Caroline Baum, leading lady of Australian 
letters, introduces us to four new 
books: Tree Palace by Craig Sherborne 
(The Melbourne Prize for Literature 
2012 ‘Best Writing’); Joyful by Robert 
Hillman (National Book Council Award 
for Biography); The Double by Maria 
Takolander; and The Lost Child, by 
newcomer Suzanne McCourt. 

What Makes us Sick?
11.15 am – 12.15 pm

Amanda Smith with Lenore Manderson, 
Karen Hitchcock & Rob Moodie 

ABC RN’s Amanda Smith (The Body Sphere) 
investigates the greatest threats to the 
health of our bodies and our planet, and 
the political and commercial forces pitted 
against us. She talks to medical anthro
pologist Professor Lenore Manderson, the 
Monthly’s medical columnist and consult
ing physician at the Alfred Hospital, Dr 
Karen Hitchcock, and to Professor of Global 
Health and father of the year Rob Moodie.



Robert Drewe
4.00 – 5.00 pm

Robert Drewe talks to Michael Williams,  
with readings by Steve Bisley & Sigrid Thornton

‘My father wasn’t in his element in party hats.’

Robert Drewe’s fiction is seductive, wise, 
funny and exuberantly Australian. He 
chronicles our relationships with each other 
and the land itself, from coast to desert.

Michael Williams talks to one of 
Australia’s most loved novelists about his 
body of work and the power of the ocean in 
his life and writing.

A Wheeler Centre event 

COAST
8.00 pm

Our feature event, a performance celebrating the Indigenous heritage of the southern 
coast and its wild beauty – the tiny blue wrens, the great southern whales, the nodding 
greenhoods and the towering ironbarks. The evening opens with a brief keynote 
address from anthropologist Lenore Manderson called ‘The Coast Is Never Clear’, a 
provocation in the age of rising sea levels, the loss of species and fear of the outsider.

This sets the scene for readings and performances by leading actors of works by guest 
writers Bruce Pascoe, Robert Drewe, Favel Parrett and local authors, with music from 
cellist Michelle John and clarinet player Jason Day. All of it inspired by the tide, wind 
and swell of our wild and unpredictable coast.
(Special program available at the festival.)



Lunch 
1.15 pm – 2.15 pm

Local chef Pia Maher dishes up a tasty lunch as part of your ticket price. Drinks at bar prices.

SUNDAY FESTIVAL PROGRAM
Fairhaven Surf Life Saving Club

 James Button, Craig Sherborne, 
Maria Takolander & Robert Drewe, 
with Hannie Rayson 
Would you risk a friendship for a story?

The writer’s essential dilemma is stealing 
from other people’s lives to fuel stories.

Treachery or an occupational hazard? Where 
do you draw the line between a breach of 
someone else’s privacy and a writer’s service 
to his or her craft?

Hannie Rayson wants to know how 
other writers deal with this. 

Physical Jerks
2.15 pm – 3.15 pm 

John Clarke, Elaine Canty &  
Martin Flanagan with Amanda Smith

What good is sport? Does it teach valuable 
life lessons about leadership, cooperation, 
resilience and respect for others? Maybe, but 
look around the ranks of highperformance 
sportspeople and there’s plenty to suggest 
that sport has done nothing to build their 
character. Has sport contributed to your 
moral fibre?

Red Obsession 
3.30 pm – 5.00 pm 

With David Roach

Movie and wine tasting. Meet the wonderful 
screenwriter David Roach, as he introduces 
his documentary Red Obsession, about 
China’s voracious appetite for the red 
wines produced by the great chateaux 
of Bordeaux in France. This is hilarious, 
fascinating and about a lot more than wine, 
although you will really feel like a glass at 
the end. (Robert de Niro agrees.)

French Breakfast 
10.00 am – 10.45 am 

Jane Gilmour  
with Professor Andrea Hull

Enjoy a French breakfast with Colette, the 
quintessential Frenchwoman, captured in 
Colette’s France by Jane Gilmour.

 Shy People & Show-offs
11.00 am – 12.00 pm 

Steve Bisley, Sian Prior & Ailsa Piper, 
with Caroline Baum

Three wellknown performers have written 
memoirs. They talk about tensions between 
the public and the private person, the 
introvert and the extrovert. 

The Treacherous Writer
12.15 pm – 1.15 pm

www.lighthouseliteraryfest.com.au



www.lighthouseliteraryfest.com.au Bookings (03) 52 897052

Tickets & Passes
THURSDAY–FRIDAY – Festival Workshops $45 or $60
FRIDAY – The Wave Pass (two sessions, includes glass of wine & nibbles) 

Full $65.00; Concession $60.00
FRIDAY – An Intimate Lunch with Actors & Screenwriters (three courses with wine)  

Full $85.00, no concession
SATURDAY–SUNDAY – The Swell Pass (10 sessions & Coast, includes two lunches & 

Sunday French breakfast) Full $155.00; Concession $135.00

Sponsors & Supporters


